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Healthy Huntsville



Healthier Community



10 years ago: no states

By 2010: 43 states

Obesity Rate greater than 25%

Source: http://healthyamericans.org/reports/obesity2011/release.php?stateid=AL





32% Obese = 1.2 million people in AL

Source: http://healthyamericans.org/reports/obesity2011/release.php?stateid=AL



78 Million Obese Americans

Source: http://www.cdc.gov/obesity/data/adult.html/, 2010

Presenter
Presentation Notes
35.7% obesity rate according to CDC.  You know that around 75% of healthcare costs stem from chronic conditions, many of which are preventable. These stats lead to staggaring numbers that are US healthcare costs



$2.8 Trillion: Cost of Healthcare in US

Source: Health Affairs, 2012 projection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to projections of Health Affairs http://content.healthaffairs.org/content/31/7/1600.abstract



$1,000,000,000,000



We can live better.



We must live better.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Research shows that healthier people are also happier. Self-reported happier people are more productive, innovative and creative. Benefits range from healthier hearts to lower chronic stress levels. 



HealthyCity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nicholas Christakis’s Harvard Lab famously studies the spread of behavior through social networks. In 2010 they found that behaviors and emotions can propagate through social networks up to three degrees of separation. We build healthyhuntsville on the idea of changing culture. Rather than a rigid, top-down approach, healthycity features a crowd-sourcing strategy that leads to collaboration among groups within communities and empowers a community to imagine and then create its own population health program as a series of health events. Because after all,



Small steps make a big impact.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Small steps make a big impact. It’s not easy to live well.  But it’s easier if you are surrounded by others who are making small positive decisions every day. At scale, positive actions accelerate the development of healthy culture. Health, in my opinion, is not the state of being healthy.  Everyone has health. Therefore by living better each day, you make progress towards improving health and happiness. And it’s more than dailiy progress.  When you are surrounded by others living well, you become inspired, you discover strategies and innovations. We created healthycity by sharing a Question:



How would you build a healthier city? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our community took the lead. We inspire ideas, we share a passion for creating a healthier, happier huntsville and provide an architecture for action. Community members take the lead and develop the events and engagement that yield substance to healthy huntsville.  What do you wish your city had?  What health event sounds fun to you? 



Educational

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Education: discover health innovations, learn how your body works, learn how to eat better and exercise differently. 



Social Social

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social: share the experience.  



Fun

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fun: you don’t motivate someone to run by saying ‘you’re less likely to have a stroke,” because no one wants to have a stroke.  You motivate someone by reminding them that they will feel better, be happier, clothes will begin to fit again, confidence will rise, sex will be better, more energy, etc. Couple this with social networks and local success stories and you have a recipe for positive psyhchology, paradigm shifting population health programs. 



Rewarding

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rewarding: offer prizes. Get community businesses involved.  Offer trivia and contests on Facebook. Provide an app that gives rewards for healthy behavior. Create real-life contests like cook-offs and fitness competitions.



Rewarding

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rewarding: offer prizes. Get community businesses involved.  Offer trivia and contests on Facebook. Provide an app that gives rewards for healthy behavior. Create real-life contests like cook-offs and fitness competitions.



Crowd-Sourced

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Crowd-Source:  the heart of HealthyCity is the city itself. The vast majority of our major events were imagined and implemented by group collaboration with the community. This is planning a fitness competition with US Space and Rocket Center and CrossFit Gyms in the area. It has been delightfully surprising to experience health innovation at the local level with events like hula-hoop fitness and bootcamp at the botanical gardens.



Crowd-Sourced



Real Life+Online

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Online : digital presence is crucial for today’s health programs. It provides a constant opportunity for interaction and engagement.Also creates a platform for virality and conversation. Learn what your community likes through Facebook and Twitter. Keep them updated with blog posts and feature/share content that your community shares with you. 



/HealthyHuntsville



HealthyHuntsville2012.com



Free Events

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The cornerstone of HealthyCity program is Free events:  accessible to everyone.  





Alabama’s Largest Yoga Class



Alabama’s Largest Yoga Class



Alabama’s Largest Yoga Class



Alabama’s Largest Yoga Class





100 Free Events

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our community has grown HealthyHuntsville from 10 events to over 100 free events



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Events that also prove great PR for partners and collaborators. Mention student





Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dana Parcher, Healthy Huntsvillian who has lost 60 lbs since january and will be competing in the healthy huntsville fitness competition on Aug 25. Her success inspires others. It inspires our community. It’s also a testament to the power of social to help people progress to health. Because in the end, we all want to live in a



Healthier, Happier City

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And we all want to be 



Healthier, Happier You



Growing HealthyCities



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Belo Horizonte is a 2.4 million person city in the southern region of Brasil. Working with SUSTAIN, a non-profit socioeconomic organization, we’re bringing the HealthyCity toolkit and Alabama innovations to the 3rd largest metropolital area in brasil. In the beginning of this program I mentioned that Sterling Health and Wellness focuses on collaborative innovation.  We see this opportunity to work with the 3rd largest city in Brasil as a cultural pollination goldmine.  They will learn from Alabama and in turn share innovations so we can learn how the other side of the world experiences health.  We must learn from each other, explore how to rethink and change the onset of health. This is just the beginning -



Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can be a part of healthy city.  We are currently accepting applications for healthy cities and encourage you to connect with either myself or Rebecca after this presentation to find out about piloting HealthyCity in your area.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the end, she is our future.  If we don’t get the healthcare crisis under control, she will be left with the burden. She will be left taking care of those who didn’t take care of themselves.  Despite the terrible trends, I’m optimistic. Healthy Huntsville has renewed my optimism.  It’s been incredible to see our community come together to build this program.  We’re thinking about health differently. We’re sharing what we’ve learned – successes and failures.  We’re building a toolkit that will guide any community in creating their own HealthyCity.  You can do it.  Be a part of the health revolution.  Think about health differently. I invite you – I challenge you – to collaborate with us and create the healthy cities of tomorrow. 



healthsterling.com

Amy Robinson | Sterling Health
amy@healthsterling.com
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